
�Chapter Ten

ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS

10.1: Symbolic Representation

Consider the following:

(i)

(ii)

Wakio had 5 goats and Baraza 19 goats. How many goats did they have

altogether?

If instead Wakio had P goats and Baraza Q goats. how many goats would

they have altogether?

Miriam buys a number of oranges from Mponda’s kiosk. She then moves.

to Mary’s kiosk and buys twice as many oranges as she had from the first

kiosk. Using a letter of your choice, write down an expression for the total

number of oranges bought.

If we choose n to represent the number of oranges bought at Mponda’s

kiosk. then the number bought from the Mary’s kiosk would be 2n.

Therefore, the expression for total number of oranges would be (n + Zn).

in algebra, (i) letters are used to represent numbers.

(ii) 2n means 2 x n.

Exercise 10.1

1. Use letters to represent the following statements:

(a) The sum of two consecutive integers.

(b) A number is multiplied by 3. then six is added to the result.

to] The area of a rectangle whose length is 2% times its width,

(d) The distance covered in a given time at a given speed.

(c) The number of days in m weeks.

(f) The number of hours in % days.

John is twice as old as his brother Kogo, and their sister Jane is 7 years

younger than Ko‘go. Write down an expression for the sum of their ages.

'I‘hree children are given a certain number of bananas by their mother. If

they share the bananas equally. how many does each get?

Wafula earns twice as much as his wife Grace. erte down an expression

for the di fference between their earnings.
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A number is added to of itself. If the Sum is doubled. write down the

final expression.

w
l
m

For the figure below, express in terms of a‘ b. c and d:

(a) the area of each of the rectangles. A. B. C and D.

(h) Lhc perimeter of each of the rectangles A. B, C and D.

(c) the total area of the four rectangles A, B, C and D.

<— a—>€—b——)l
 

 

   
 

Fig. 10.1
George is ten years older than his brother Sam. Find an expression for:

(a) the sum of their ages.

(b) the sum of their ages in 5 years time

(c) the product of their ages three years ago.

In a mathematics lest, six pupils obtained the following scores-10, E, 20, d,

e and f. Find their average score.

A main spends half of his monlhly salary on food and one eighth on water
and electricity. Write down and expression fur the remainder ofhis‘ salary.

In the figure below. ABCD is a square. DEFC. BCGH and AEFB are all

rectangles. Find:

(a) CF in terms of a1 and b.

(b) the area of rectangle CDEF.
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ll. An expression is obtained from three numbers by sabtraeting the difference

between the first two from the third and'adding. twice the result to the first

number. Write down the expression.

12. A man whose stride is 3 m long walks all the way round a rectangular plul

measuring 'a' m by ‘b’ m. Find an expression for the total number of steps.

10.2: Simplification of Algebraic Expressions

Like and Unlike Terms

Whereas we may add 3 cows to 4 cows to get 7‘ cows. the result of adding 3

cows to 4 houses cannot be expressed in any simpler form.

Similarly. 321 + 4n = 7a, but 3a + 4b cannot be simplified further. 3a and 4a

are like terms, while 33 and 4b are unlike terms.

Example 1

Simplify: 31 + 4y ,1 + z + 3y

Solution

3x+4y—x+a+3y (3fo)+(4y+3y)+Zll
ll 2x+7y+z

Example .2

Simplify: 2x — 6): —4x + 52 7 y

Saiirtian

2x76y74x+52uy = 2x—4x-—6y7y+5z

(2x - 4x) — (6): + y] + 52

= 72x — Ty + Sz

ll

Note:

-6:r' -y = 7(6y+y>

Example 3

Simplify: i151- %b+ la
— - 4
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Suim'r'an

The L.C.M. (fl, 3 and 4i512.

 

 

  

 

Therefore la- lb... la =w

2 3 4 I:

=w
I:

: 9u—4h
12

Example4

Simplify: :1 + b 33 , b

2 _ 1

Solution

“H’ 23-h = 3(a+b)—2{2n7h)

2 3 6

= W
6

= 3a—4u+3'h+2b

6

= ~n+5b

6

Exercise 10.2

Simplify where possible:

1. (a) 2a+3b+4aib (b) —lOk+2m—3k—5m

2. (a) Tt+2p+31+5p (b) 6x79x—2y+9y

3. (a) 2a+2b+20 (b) O.5r+0.85--D.1r

4. (a) 2a+3b+4a—b Lb) 0.8r+0.26#0.6r+70—0.2r

1(a) 742—7d+22 (b) (Ex—23:72; x—3y

6. (11) SW 7p—2w+ 11p (b) %r— %5+ is

7. £7 lb + L b —i E(a) 3 3 6a ( J 9+ 6

2x 2.»-,i:_1 “—272 38. (a) T + T 3 5 (b) 4 3 2 + 4

. l d "x 5)"
9. (a) Tfi+76_d+7a (b) ’7—?

S3
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10. In each of the following. pick the. term which is not like the others:

[21) 3:]. 53.. 7:1. 2:13. 1011

(h) m‘, 5m“, 6m‘, 3m}. llm‘

(c) 32b, ab. bag. Saab. (>ba2

(a) 2Cd.du, — Cd, -c2d,— id

in general, terms an: called ‘like terms“ if they have the same letters raised to

the same power; Otherwise they an: unlike terms. For Example, 321 and 331 are

unlike terms. while a: and flu.2 are like terms.

Example 5

Simplify: 5a + 2.13 + 103.

Solmimr

53+ 2&3 +1021: 5a+10a+ 2:11

: 15:1 + 2:12

Example 6

Simplify: 31b 7 Zb-‘u + 3ft: 4- b5:

Sohrrl’wr

all: — 2b-‘c+ 3213]] + b-‘c 21’!) + 3:13b — Eb‘c + b‘c

4113b - h‘cll

Note.-

W and w are unlike; terms.

Exercise. 10.3

Simplify where: possible;

1. (a) p373pz+ 7131+ 8pE (bl 3’34 33’4“ 29+?
2. (u) x2+ x — 2x2+ 5); (b) 3W5+ 3w5+ 6w5—4w

3. (a) n1b+ Zba + 3ba37 ab (b) azbvi bza + 32m2

4. (:1) pqr + rpq + qrp + qu (b) usvw + uv-‘w + uvw3

5. (a) 4R3w2r3+ 5R‘+ r2 (b) 1qu + iqu iqu
4 1 2

6 (a) 119+ Ea3— 313 (b) 0.55t-l- 265 + _115—5
3 5 l3 4 1n
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10.3: Brackets

In algebra. brackets stifle the same purpose as they do in arithmetic.

Example 7

Remove the brackets and simplify:

(a) 3(u+b)—2(a—b) (h) S—(fiaABbi 8)

((2') 3‘3 +3{Sa+b7c) (d) %{%}'+yl+y})

(e) 2b+ 3{372ta—5)}

Solution

(u) 3(a+b)~2{a—b) = 3a+3b723+2b

= 3a72a+3b+2b

= a+5b

(b) 5—6(a——3b78) : 5—6u+18b+48

= 53iéa+18b

(c) éa+3(5a+bic] : ;a+15u+3h—3u

:15%a+3bu3c

Nx _'_v+ 77xy3+'3(d) §(§y+yz+y-‘J 23‘ xy-
1

w ‘<
M
u

+ By + 2y:

(6:) 2b +a{3_2(a—5)} 2h+a{3--2a+l(}]

: 2b + 3:1 —2a~'+ 1011

= 2b+ 311+ 1037233

: 2b+133—2a"

Exercise 10.4

Remove the brackets and simplify:

1. (It) 3(r + 5‘) + 4H + s) (b) 4(Za + 3) —3{5:1 7 6)

3‘ (a) (”3- }’)-2{K-)’+3} (b) (3—y3—3(}’-X- 3)

3. (a) 2p(q+r)7r<p+q) (h) W
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4. (a) iy.{5y+3)—3y(y+7) :b) %W(8\K’*2m_)+%(mi\v3)

57 tail —;w<x—xy;—x<w—x=) (b) w

6' (“3 %(23'1+33Yl (h) i (alm7‘+ a)+ 521+ m3)

7- (a) 21x+3(x+2y)} (b) :1{3(b+c)+4(c+a)}

8- (a) gzx—4<2y—3x)} (b) Embark-n

9- U11 3l2p— §(p—q+r3i (b) 3y—4l3—(y+2)}

10. {m —[(m —2p — 5)— 3(2m + 4p v 3)}

{to %:3(3T — ST} — {4S’l‘— my}

You have lcflrnl lu remova brackets in some expressions like

Shim—n) = 3m + 311. This process is called expansion.

Sometimes the reverse process is reqmred. e.g., in 3m + 3n. since 3 is a

summon factor.

Therefore. 3m + 3n = 3(m + 11).

C013)» and complete the following:

an 23+ 2b:2( + )
 

(ii) 4c~4d= (c 7d)

nii) 3a + 6b =7P+_)
(w) 3a + Gabi 9:131) = 7(14- 2b 7 32th)

\Vhat you have clone in (i) 7 (iv) elbow: is; called factorisatiun.

Example 8

Factor‘isc each of [he following:

1:!) 23+ 4b + 33 + 61) {h} ar‘+ 2114+ :u'3

(c) ain‘— apg + asp {d} :1ny + 20x‘y3— 36x‘y

Schwinn

(u) 2a+4b+3n+6b : 211+ 33+4b+6b

= 53+ 1013

5 is common to both

5n + 10b : 581 + 2b)

(b) arl-l- “3+ 21f

ar-‘ is common

'. r‘+ ar‘ + zlri = aer + r +11)
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azpfi— 3p: + 3?]:

tip is term-non

£l2p3—'ilp1+ :r‘p = ap(3p27 p + :13)

4x2y + ZOXWZ— 36x5)!

4x3y IS common.

4x3y + 20x‘y37 36x33; 2 4x2y-[l + 5x3y — 9x)

Exercise I115

Factorise each of the following:

1.

P
O
N
D
P
‘
F
-
P
J
!
”

.‘9

ll.

12.

 

(all 3p+3r+3q+3r (b) 4k+6r+23+2r

(a) 5:1710b+5 (b) 28—21w-r- l4t

(a) 641+ 18b+27c712d (b) 85+16y732k—64p
(a) cd2 7c3d (b) u‘b+ 11433—215i

(a) 611+ lSa‘zb — 2721c + [Zujd (b) dalb + Ethic 7 1433‘!

(a) 4:13b + 6.13!) 79211): {13) 4pm: + fipiqu7 lpqzr2

(a) 723']:quI + Cp"q5 7 Ep‘cf (b) ny"+ x3315 + 3x‘y‘

(it) p”q’+ p‘q‘ (b) 28x3: + 70x5y1— 42xy‘

(a) lrag—lab +1.21 (b) i a_;?-c3
2 2 8 2 ’ 4 ‘ 4

L 3a a ab :1i 3 _ 9 *fi 

,

Express each of the following usmg bymbols and brackets:
(21} The product of two integers which diffiér by 3.
(b) Multiply the sum uFb and c by :1.

(c) Multiply h + 3 by h 7 3.

(d) Subtract a + b from J 7 b.

Find the area of the rectangle given below. The djm¢nsinns arc in
centimetres:

P+Cl
 

F+S

  Fig 10.3
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13.

r 0111

i4.

15.

16.

17'.

18.

19.

20.

FORM ONE MATHEMATICS

Finc‘ the perimeter and the area of the figure 10.4:

 

 

ICED

k cm kcm

      

kcm kcm

Fig. 10.4

An empty basket weighs w kg. Thirty eggs. each weighing p grants. are [31.11

in the basket. Find the mass nfq such baskets.

Charo has sh. p. She buys a book for sh. q and apen for sh. r. How much is

she left. with?

A man earns p shillings and his wife earns q shillings. They spend

their total earnings on food. How much are they left with?

A rectangular piece of cloth is (x + 5} cm by (x 7 1) cm. A strip ‘2 cm

wide is cut Off all around it. Write an expression for the area of the strip.

A square lawn of side y m is surrounded by a path of width 1 m, Write an

”expressinn for the area of the path.

A car travels at a Speed Of [x + 6') kinlh. What distance does it cover in

(2y 7 3) hours?

George has )4 books while Kilonzr) has three more books than him. Kezia
has I books and Edna one less than Kezia. How many books. d0 they have

altogether?

inf
a

. A father is three limes as old as his son. Find an expression for the product
of their ages five years ago. if the son is it years old now.

[rt-figure 105, the outer radius is R cm while the inner radius is r cm. Find

an expression for the area Qf‘ the shaded region. (Leave your answer in

terms (If TE)
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Fig. H15

10.4: Factorisatiun by Grouping

In the previous section. we death with factorisatiun of such expressions as
bx + b = bi’x + 1). Factorise the following expressions:

(0 2.x + (103

(ii) 733+ 14y + 21

(iii) Brnn + 9n +12n2

(iv) ax+b+a+ bx

Note:

In (i). (ii) and (iii). than: is. a common factor while in {iv} there is no common
factor. if the terms of the cxprcsaion a1 + b + a + bx are taken pairwise. i.e.. ax
+ a and bx + b,1hen each pair has :1 common factor.

“It: can thus factorise lhc expression ax + a + bx + h as; right + 1) + b(x + 1).

Now. it + i is a common factor. 'l‘hcrefore;

ax+b+a+bx : a(x+l}+h(x+ l)

: (x + l)[a + b)

'I'hls method is. known as factorisation by grouping.

Note that the terms of this expression could be paired differently to obtain

the same. result. Find out this by factorising the expression anew.

Exampi'e 9

Factorise: (:1) 3ab+2b+ 3w+ 3:: (b) ab+ bc—aic

Soiution

(20 33b + 2b + 3ca + 2c : b(3n + L) + clf3a + 2)

= Ga + 2)(b + c)

(h) ab+bc—aai: = bia+c)-- l(a+c)

= (a + c)[b — i)
Exercise I045

Facturisc each of the following expressions:

1. (a) nx—2n+3mx76m (b) x3+xy+2x+2y
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2. (a) 3n 7 3w + mw 7 mm (b) 31:13 — 3bc K '2c + 2n

3. (a) x37 xy + 4x ~43: (b) 2313 + nhk 7.2m w ml;

4. (a) 29+ xc+bx+bc (b) xr—ym+yr7xm

5. (a) ay+3+y+3a (b) ct7+gf+ef+g

6. 1112 + 9.1) ~— 2r27 2p

10.5: Algebraic Fractions

1n algebra, as in arithmetic. fractions can be added and subtracted by finding

Lhe LCM. of the denominators.

  

  

 

 

 

Example I0

Express each of the following us a single fraction;

(:1) fi+ “2 + i (b) u+h A E

2 4 5 b a

(U) 1 + 3 + i
31." h) 3“,); h) 12 A

50114111711

x -l n+2 x 7 loix—1)+5[_1C+lj+4x

(a) T + 4 + E ‘_V
7 19x

_ 3

(hi “"3 — ”‘1‘ 2 brad-Minthiu)

I “ 5 iii)

7 n3+b2

_ ab

(an 4 + 3 + i
3(u+b) Shh-b) 123

The LCM. of 3. 8 and 12 is 24

The LCWL of a and (a + b] is am + b)

The LCM. {If 3(a + b), Sta + b). and 12:1 is 243(3 + h)

  
g 3 5 Eu+9u+lm+10b

'+ if? : 54'?
Mum 52W”) 1-4 -4.\L.J+b.)

7 Thumb
7 24.1mm)

Exercise 10.?

1. Find the LCM. of:
(a) 21, 31, 51 (b) r, s. I

{c} 2'. x 3. 22); 7', 32x 5 (d) ab. azb. bin

{6) dabl, 8:111) (D nub + c]. b(2c + a). C(Ea + b), Zap. 1b]:
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Express each of the foiiowing as a single fraction in its iowest form:

 

 

 

 

  

 
  

x+| x-l Zaz+ah _ 3312’3'32. (a) 2 + a {13) __ab —E.ah

2 .
m xil K 3:1 Hit 13. (a) 3+ 72 + E (b) (“a“); + 3

. . Wq 2 .1. 3“”
4 (d) T + P—S El (b) 2 + Za+2h

5. (a) “—3 + E {b} i! — g
4 3 a c d

6. a are fl 1X72 b ___1_ _;
( 1 4 '3 ( J cal 92‘!

l
7. (:1) ”_"+‘;“ {b} 7‘ + “*‘b + 1,

n V 3‘11: nhzc abc'

 

8. (a)fl+2 {b} ;+__fl.
1' 5 at? azbiab'z

9- (a) pd-qw E (b) hub—lat): + B'b

‘ s 2a+2ilb 2am:

2 z
10. (a) E! + L“ (b) L". + 2 +1

p q aab 4m: 4

3 :I 3
11. (a) 2M + :1 (b) 4v r # flit;

t ' zppsrzp 2pr73r2p
10.6: Simplification by Factorisation

One of the uses of factortisation is simplification of given exprassicms.

Example 11

Simplify:

(a) m + rb (b) ax fay + bx — by 0:) fly — ax

ma + mb :1 + b bx 7 by

Sofuticm

La) ra+rb rta+bg

ma+mb _ m(a+b)

F

m
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(b) :LK—a_v+hx—by : ntx—yH—blx—y)

 

 

 

3+?) 3+?)

_ (3+l7)(K-y)
_ 34b

fl x—y

ny—llx _ “(3‘ \J _ nl'y-x) k u 7 ,3
(C) “My ‘ mm) ‘ imflr Tb ‘ T
Note:

at ~ 3/ = 7 (y — x )

Exercise 10.8

Simplify by um: of common factors:

 

L (a) x274): (b) 221.24 :13

x74 2n + a2

2. (u) 3b): — 3b}: + '4ax — 4:1): (b) 3bx —— 3b}! + 4a): —- day

4;] + 3b. x7);

3. (a) {Sm-fl 183111 (b) 4xym3x+8y2—6y

93m — 9i-Ir 8y - C)

4. (a) 3m — am — 2y +ay (b) 4xy — 3x +8y27 6y

2111+ Zy—amk-ay x+2y

5. (a) x'274ux~4a+x (b) t'x+lJ|a(x—15+h(xil)}

(x+])(4a2—ax) (l—x)(ax+bx—u—b)

10.7: Substitution

The pmccss of giving variables specific values. in an expression is knnwn as

substitution.

Consider the rectangle below. Its area is (a + 3J(b + 2) cm3:

-+-€—- 86111 file 3 cm ——>—li
r 

bcm

2cm

Fig. 10.6    
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lfa :4 and b = 1, then the area ofthe remangh: becomes (4 + 3} (1 + 2) =7 x 3

 

 

 

 

:21 um:

lffl 2 I0 and b :7 lhen the new area is (10+ 3)(7+ 2) :13 x 9

: 117 cm2

Example 12

. x3+ V2 .
Evaluate the expressmn ' If x = 2 and y = l.

y + 2

Saturion

at“ +y1 22+ 12

y +2 _ 1 + 2

_ 4 + 1

_ 3
= 3'

J
7 2

Exercise 10.9

L Evaluate:

{a} 33—b3when: (i) a=l.b=2 (ii) n=3.b:l

(iii) :1 = 0.2. b: 0.3

(b) n37abwhen: (i) :1:2.b:l (ii) a=3,b=0

. l 1
(111)a:3.b=3 (1V1 a=fi.b=1

2. Ifr=5, s:2.andt=3, find the value of:

 

(a) r2.+.5371 (1)) 1+ 3 + L
5 t I

c) L — i — L d' E
( 91'" {*I T‘s ( J J'

(a) Has (fl 231:.
t S 5

3. HA: l-Rzkrl). find Awhen:

(:1) R: l9and r: 11.

(b) R: 0.6 and r =02.

4. NE : émvz, find m when E = 30 and v = 2.
5. IfV= ‘Ix b :4 l1. Find:

(a) hiffia=8andV=24

{b} biflh =12 andV 2 96.

6. The surface area of an open box of side a. b and c centimetres is given by

A: 2N!) + c) + ac.
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(a) Find Aif a :40. b :30 and c : 2.0.

(b) Find :3 ifA: 5.13. a : E) and b = ID.

Afixed Exercise 1

1. Simplify each nf the fullnwing expressions:

 

 

(a) i — %+ §+fl (b) aib + bza + 3ha37 abla + hia + 33b
:1 i U

1 I . 7,
7+7 . Ja'l'

{c g [d] q
) c+d 41-th

a~3 3 4:1 DE
7 t ._“ + i

(e) (Tl—'ra_:(¥a) () 2b 3b 4b

(g) 3q‘-~3-l1+ql+1-q—;—
' X‘Z’} _ v3}!(h) —_1P m 

2. Three girls share an tin-mum of money. The eldest gets % 0f the total

amount while the youngest gels i of the total. What Friction does the

third girl get? fit
1"in U16 s-um Ufa third of (a + b) and a fifth of (a — b).

Aller the tenth month of the year. what fraction of the year still remains?

A rectangular field is 0.4 m lungerthan it is wide. Hits length isém find its
perimeter. “’hcn the breadth of the reclangleis reduced by 0.5 m.lhcleng1h

is increased such that the perimeter is increased by l of its uriginal. What

is the change in the length of the rectangle? 4

6. (:1) Convert each ofthe following into a decimal:

'
t
h
L
p
-
I

(i) % (ii) ii ('iii) 5% (iv) 2
P5 9

(h) Convert each of the Following into a fraction:

(i) 0.375 (ii) 0.84 {iii} 2.4 (iv) 0.275

1c) Copy and complete each of thc fez-flowing:

 

7. The internuLheighl Ufa rectangular box is 10.5 cm. The thickness of the
.1 . .

bottom is g cm and the thickness of the top :3 1 cm. What 15 the external

height uf the box?
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ll.

14.

MIXFT’ EXERCISE I 95

Three cisterns in a public lavatory are designed to flush at intervals of 8. l3

and [5 seconds. After how many minutes will they flush together?

Three-fifths of work is done on the first day. 011 the second day. 9 of the

remainder is completed. If third day 1 of what remained is doneflwhat

fraction of work still remains to be done?

Iurn'a spent half of his July salary on school fees. one-eigltth-on farming

and two-thirds of the remainder on food. Calculate his July salary if he

spent-sh. 3200 on food.

A farmer has 3 containers ofcapacity 48 litres. 36?. .-c5 and 27 litres. Find

the capacity of:

(a) the smallest container that Can be filled by each one of them an exact

number of times.

[_b) the largest container that can be used to fill each one of them an exact

number of times.

Dnyango buys 13 oranges and discover that 1%nre bad. How many oranges

are fit for consumption?

. Evaluate:

 

+Vlli:——+2—m—

Use tables of squares to evaluate:

(a) (32502 —:— 0.1?502 (b) 0.02251 x [2800}

(CJ (0.706 x 20.5)Z (d) 23.53 x (Uri)!3

32.2 3.4

. Find the length of a square. whose area is 0.0.084 me.

16. A ft‘neign government donated sh. 67.9 billion while the Kenya Government

contributed sh. 200 million towards a project. Ofthetotal amount sh. 10.8

million was used to remuncrute experts, sh. 670 000 for the purchase of

stationery and sh. 12.8 million for the acquisition nfrnachinery. How much
money remained unused? [Express your answer in words]


